
The vote values assigned for the three voting opportunities.
Candidate 0:   Can0=210=1024          % the vote value against All candidates.
Candidate 1:   Can1=20   =      1          % the vote value for Alice.
Candidate 2:   Can2=25   =    32          % the vote value for Bob.

One of these values must be chosen for every Voter Vi and assignet to the i-th its message mi. 
Message mi must be encrypted by computing ciphertext ci and sent to the Election Commission - EC. 

The followin functions of Octave are usefull:
Let us compute >> 6414/1024 = 6.2637 
>> ceil(6414/1024)
ans =  7
>> floor(6414/1024)
ans =  6

The total sum of votes is M = 6414:  is it possible???
Assume Yes!
Then we compute: 1. The number of votes against All.
                                   2. The number of votes for Alice.
                                   3. The number of votes for Bob.

1. The number of votes against all:                 >> floor(6414/1024) = 6

The number of votes for Bob:                     >> floor(270/32) = 82.
The remining number of votes for Alice:   >> M-6*1024-8*32 = 6414-6*1024-8*32 = 14 3.

The remining number of votes for Alice and Bob is:   >> M-6*1024 = 6414-6*1024 = 270 

Verification of votes didtribution: 6*1024+8*32+14*1 = 6414.

The number of Voters participated in the election is equal to:   6+8+14 = 28  
But it is impossible since EC got only 3 ciphertexts c1, c22, c33 of votes encrypted by 3 Voters !!!
The mistake must be found.

The Voter(s) allocated multiple votes in one bullet paper.1.
The Voter(s) made a mistake by encrypting their votes.2.

The mistake can be for the two reasons:

It is a suspicion that both kind of mistakes were made.
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>> N=14351
N =  14351
>> N_2=N*N
N_2 =  205951201

>> fy=14112
fy =  14112

m=pai_dec(fy,N,c)

[c, r] = pai_enc(N, m)

c1 = 162960382
>> c7 = 66922231
c7 =  66922231
>> c15 = 153017032
c15 =  153017032

>> c17=mod(c1*c7,N_2)
c17 = 166859542
>> c1715=mod(c17*c15,N_2)
c1715 = 89508921

>> m1715=pai_dec(fy,N,c1715)
m1715 = 34
>> M=m1715
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>> M=m1715
M = 34
>> A_All=floor(34/1024)
A_All = 0
>> B=floor(34/32)
B =  1
>> A=M-A_All*1024-B*32
A = 2
>> MM=A_All*1024+B*32+A*1
MM = 34
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